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ABSTRACT

Context. The AMIGA project aims to build a well defined and statistically significant reference sample of isolated galaxies in order
to estimate the environmental eﬀects on the formation and evolution of galaxies.
Aims. The goal of this paper is to provide a measure of the environment of the isolated galaxies in the AMIGA sample, quantifying
the influence of the candidate neighbours identified in our previous work and their potential eﬀects on the evolution of the primary
galaxies. Here we provide a quantification of the isolation degree of the galaxies in this sample.
Methods. Our starting sample is the Catalogue of Isolated Galaxies (CIG). We used two parameters to estimate the influence exerted
by the neighbour galaxies on the CIG galaxy: the local number density of neighbour galaxies and the tidal strength aﬀecting the
CIG galaxy. We show that both parameters together provide a comprehensive picture of the environment. For comparison, those
parameters have also been derived for galaxies in denser environments such as triplets, groups and clusters.
Results. The CIG galaxies show a continuous spectrum of isolation, as quantified by the two parameters, from very isolated to
interacting. The fraction of CIG galaxies whose properties are expected to be influenced by the environment is however low (159 out
of 950 galaxies). The isolated parameters derived for the comparison samples gave higher values than for the CIG and we found clear
diﬀerences for the average values of the 4 samples considered, proving the sensitivity of these parameters.
Conclusions. The environment of the galaxies in the CIG has been characterised, using two complementary parameters quantifying
the isolation degree, the local number density of the neighbour galaxies and the tidal forces aﬀecting the isolated galaxies. A final
catalogue of galaxies has been produced and the most isolated of these galaxies are consequently appropriate to serve as a reference
sample for the AMIGA project.
Key words. galaxies: general – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution

1. Introduction
Although it is now generally recognised that the environment
experienced by the galaxies during their whole lifetime plays
a role as important as the initial conditions of their formation,
there are still many open questions. In order to define what is
the amplitude and dispersion of a given galaxy property that can


Full Tables 1, 2 and 4–6 are available in electronic form at the CDS
via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or
via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/472/121
and from http://www.iaa.es/AMIGA.html.

be ascribed to “nature”, a well characterised reference sample of
isolated galaxies is needed.
The AMIGA project (Analysis of the interstellar Medium
of Isolated GAlaxies1 ) aims to build and parametrise a statistically significant control sample of the most isolated galaxies
in the local Universe. Our goal is to quantify the properties of
diﬀerent phases of the interstellar media of this sample. In an
earlier paper (Leon & Verdes-Montenegro 2003), we systematically revised all the positions of the galaxies in the Catalogue of
Isolated Galaxies (CIG, Karachentseva 1973) in order to provide
1
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new values suitable for accurate telescope pointings or crosscorrelations with on-line databases. The whole CIG was optically characterised in Verdes-Montenegro et al. (2005), where
we produced an optical luminosity function for all the galaxies. The physical distribution of the CIG galaxies with respect
to the local large scale structure was also investigated. As expected we see little correspondence between the positions of
the nearby cluster cores and the CIG galaxies, but some correspondence with the more complex local large-scale structure
components has been found (Haynes & Giovanelli 1983). The
CIG redshift distribution re-enforces the evidence for a bimodal
structure: peaks near 1500 and 6000 km s−1 correspond respectively to galaxies in the local supercluster and those in more distant large-scale components (particularly Perseus-Pisces). These
two peaks in the redshift distribution are superimposed on a
more homogeneous distribution involving about 50% of the CIG
(Verdes-Montenegro et al. 2005). Hence, the CIG 2D distribution is reasonably homogeneous as we would expect for a distribution sampling, predominantly, the preriferies of large-scale
structures (Balkowski & Chamaraux 1981). In 3D, the distribution is aﬀected by the local and Pisces-Perseus superclusters. In
particular, while the CIG likely contains many of the most isolated galaxies in the local Universe, it is not biased for galaxies
in voids because we are usually looking through the front side of
the bubble of galaxies surrounding the void. Thus void galaxies
often fail the isolation requirement. Additionally, the morphologies of the CIG galaxies were revised and type-specific optical
luminosity functions derived in Sulentic et al. (2006). Mid- and
far-infrared basic properties have been also derived for the CIG
using data from the IRAS survey (Lisenfeld et al. 2007).
Studies of radio continuum, atomic and molecular gas
(Espada et al. 2005; Espada 2006), CO and Hα emission properties (Verley 2005) are in progress as well as a study of the small
AGN population found in the sample. In these works we have
identified several cases of CIG galaxies where Karachentseva’s
isolation criterion was failed. This motivated us to perform a
careful reevaluation of the degree of isolation of the CIG, which
was presented in Verley et al. (2007) (hereafter, AMIGA IV).
There we revised the environment of all the 950 CIG galaxies
with radial velocities larger than 1500 km s−1 in a minimum
physical radius of 0.5 Mpc. We made use of POSS-I digitised
plates on which we SExtracted (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) all the
objects brighter than MB ≈ 17.5 around the primary CIG galaxies. We used a version of the LMORPHO software (Odewahn
1995; Odewahn et al. 1996, 2002) adapted to our specific needs
to separate stars from galaxies in order to produce the final
catalogues of perturber galaxy candidates. Two visual checks
were undertaken: the first one consisted in revising the types
(galaxy, star, unknown) of all the extracted objects, by means
of a Graphical User Interface displaying the types of the objects
on the digitised POSS-I plates. The second visual check involved
all the objects classified as galaxy for which the better resolution
and dynamic range of the POSS-II allowed us to separate compact galaxies from stars. The final catalogue produced includes
about 54 000 neighbour galaxies containing the right ascension,
declination, area, magnitude, diameter and projected separation
to the associated CIG galaxy. For each galaxy, the area is given
by the SExtractor software (converted to arcsec2 ), and the magnitude by the parameter MAG_ISO. The velocities are heliocentric and we assume H0 = 75 km s−1 Mpc−1 .
Redshifts could be compiled for ∼30% of the sample
(16 126 objects) from diﬀerent catalogues in the bibliography and we were able to identify some galaxies failing
Karachentseva’s criterion with our new data. The presence of

candidate neighbours, in a diﬀerent number and with diﬀerent
sizes and magnitudes in the environments of CIG galaxies, leads
us to go a step further. We provide a quantification of the degree
of isolation of CIG galaxies according to diﬀerent and complementary parameters, that will produce a well characterised picture of their environment.
The article is organised as follows: in Sect. 2 we define the
parameters that we will use to measure the isolation degree;
in Sect. 3 these parameters are calculated for denser samples
(triplets, groups and clusters of galaxies) for comparison. The
results are presented in Sect. 4, and discussed in Sect. 5, including the complementarity between the isolation parameters, the
relationship with the Karachentseva’s criterion, and finally the
comparison with similarly calculated isolation parameters for
galaxies in denser environments. We also present our final catalogue of isolated galaxies. Section 6 summarises our work and
presents the conclusions of our study.

2. Quantification of the isolation
We have used two complementary parameters in order to quantify the degree of isolation of the CIG galaxies: the local number
density of neighbour galaxies and the tidal strength that these
latter produce on the candidate isolated galaxy. Both parameters were calculated for all the 950 CIG galaxies considered
in AMIGA IV (when excluding the 100 nearby galaxies with
V < 1500 km s−1 ).
2.1. Local number density

The local number density of the neighbour galaxies is calculated
by focusing on the vicinity of the isolated galaxy candidates,
where the principal perturbers should lie. An estimation of the
local number density, ηk , is found by considering the distance to
the kth nearest neighbour. An unbiased estimator can be obtained
if neither the central galaxy nor the kth neighbour are counted
(see, Casertano & Hut 1985; Mateus & Sodré 2004). For this parameter, to minimise the contamination by background galaxies,
only the neighbours with similar size (0.25 to 4 times the diameter of each CIG galaxy, as defined by Karachentseva 1973) are
taken into account. To probe a local region around the central
galaxy, we consider k equal to 5, or less if there are not enough
neighbours in the field:


k−1
ηk ∝ log
V(rk )
with V(rk ) = 4πrk3 /3, where rk (in  ) is the projected distance to
the kth nearest neighbour.
The farther the kth nearest neighbour, the smaller the local
number density ηk . Hence this parameter provides a good description of the environment in the vicinity of the primary galaxy
but with the disadvantage of not taking into account the mass (or
size) of the perturbers.
This parameter could not be calculated for the full sample,
since two neighbours is the necessary minimum and forty of the
CIG galaxies in our sample did not fulfil this requirement.
2.2. Tidal strength

In order to provide an estimation of the degree of isolation taking
also into account the masses of the neighbours, we calculated
the tidal strength aﬀecting the primary CIG galaxies. To estimate the total tidal strength aﬀecting each CIG galaxy (with a
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diameter Dp and a mass Mp ), we used a formalism developed by
Dahari (1984) to estimate the tidal strength aﬀecting an extended
object (∆R is the extension of the object). The tidal strength per
unit mass produced by a neighbour is proportional to Mi R−3
ip ,
where Mi is the mass of the neighbour, and Rip is its distance
from the centre of the primary. However, no information on either Mi or on the absolute Rip is available in most cases. We approximated Rip by the projected separation, S ip , at the distance of
γ
the CIG galaxy. The dependence of Mi on size, Mi ∝ Di , is not
well known, and we adopted γ = 1.5 (Rubin et al. 1982; Dahari
1984). Accordingly, the estimator Qip is defined as the ratio between the tidal force and binding force. For one neighbour, the
estimation of the interaction strength, reads:
Ftidal =

Fbind =

Mi × ∆R Mi × Dp

3
R3ip
S ip
Mp
D2p



 3
( Dp Di ) 3
Mi Dp
Ftidal
Qip ≡
∝
∝
·
3
Fbind
Mp S ip
S ip
The logarithm of the sum of the tidal
 strength created by all the
neighbours in the field, Q = log ( i Qip ), is a dimensionless estimation of the gravitational interaction strength. The greater the
value, the less isolated from external influence the galaxy, and
vice-versa. A value of 0 indicates that the internal forces have
the same amplitude as the sum of the tidal forces aﬀecting the
primary galaxy.
In spite of the lack of redshift information for the projected
neighbour galaxies (only 30% with redshift, see AMIGA IV),
Q is expected to give a reasonable estimate of the tidal interaction strength in a statistical sense: if the candidate neighbour is a
background object the true distance would have been underestimated, but also the true size and mass, hence both eﬀects partly
cancel out. Only in the case of a foreground object Q is overestimated, but this eﬀect is very marginal (see AMIGA IV, Fig. 8,
where the foreground objects are statistically represented by the
very small amount of neighbours having a negative magnitude
diﬀerence with respect to the CIG galaxies).
The tidal strength (Q) has been calculated for all neighbours
in the whole available fields searched (see AMIGA IV). In order to remove objects with the highest probabilities to be background and foreground neighbours, we also calculated the tidal
strength (QKar ) taking into account only the similar size neighbours (factor 4 in size, as defined by Karachentseva). For the
888 CIG galaxies with known redshifts, we also derived an estimation of the tidal strength (Q0.5 ) produced by the neighbour
galaxies lying within a physical radius of 0.5 Mpc from their associated CIG galaxy. This latter parameter was also calculated
taking into account only the similar size neighbours lying within
0.5 Mpc (Q0.5,Kar ).
For the 62 CIG galaxies without known redshift, the tidal
strength estimations were only calculated as produced by the
neighbours in a square field of 55 × 55 centred in each
CIG galaxy (Q and QKar ).
In order to evaluate the systematic errors that could be introduced by only considering this area, we have compared the
tidal strength obtained for the galaxies with redshift considering
a 0.5 Mpc radius and a 55 × 55 field. The result is shown in
Fig. 1 for the case where only similar size neighbours are taken

Fig. 1. Comparisons of the tidal strength within a radius of 0.5 Mpc,
Q0.5 , to the tidal strength in the whole available field, Q.

into account (the result is similar when all neighbours are considered). The eﬀect is marginal: CIG galaxies suﬀering the highest
tidal strength (QKar ≥ −2) remain the same, and for the remaining galaxies (QKar < −2), only a small trend is found: the value
is slightly lower when only the neighbours within 0.5 Mpc are
taken into account. This is due to the fact that adding new neighbour galaxies farther away than 0.5 Mpc has very little impact on
the tidal strength aﬀecting the CIG galaxy if this latter is not in a
very low density environment. On the contrary, if the CIG galaxy
had almost no neighbours within 0.5 Mpc, the addition of new
neighbours outside this limit will enhance the estimation of the
tidal strength, but with a small eﬀect due to the large separation
between the neighbours and the central CIG galaxy.

3. Comparison samples
In order to compare the isolation degree of the CIG galaxies
with galaxies in denser environments, we have selected three
samples for comparison: triplets from the Karachentseva’s catalogue (KTG, Karachentseva et al. 1979), compact groups from
the Hickson catalogue (HCG, Hickson 1982) and Abell clusters
(ACO, Abell 1958; Abell et al. 1989). The KTG and HCG catalogues complement the CIG since they were visually compiled
using also an isolation criterion. For these samples, to avoid introducing any bias in the comparison, we followed the same reduction method described in detail in AMIGA IV (star/galaxy
separation on the POSS images and visually inspection of the
classification) and we calculated some of the isolation parameters (ηk , Q and QKar ) as previously obtained for the CIG, for fair
comparisons.
3.1. Karachentseva triplets of galaxies

Karachentseva et al. (1979) listed 84 northern isolated galaxy
triplets compiled in a manner similar to the one used to compile
the CIG. The apparent magnitudes are brighter than mZw = 15.7
and the catalogue was built up on the basis of a complete examination of Palomar Sky Survey prints (POSS-I). Karachentseva
et al. (1979) showed that triple systems constitute 0.8% of northern galaxies brighter than 15.7 mag, 64% of the triplets are
“completely isolated”, and 24% of the triplet members are elliptical and lenticular galaxies, while 76% are spirals and irregulars.
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Table 1. Studied subsample of Karachentseva triplets of galaxies† .
KTG
number
2
4
6
7
10
..
.
†

RA (◦ )
(J2000)
14.412716
19.018667
20.627667
21.090833
48.980138
..
.

Dec (◦ )
(J2000)
43.800764
46.730500
39.199278
32.224167
37.154116
..
.

Major axis
( )
1.4
0.8
0.6
1.0
0.6
..
.

(right) on which the isolation parameters have been applied (central cD galaxy, or brightest central galaxy, BCG).

Velocity
(km s−1 )
5539
5602
8084
5214
6168
..
.

4. Results
The values of the isolation parameters are listed in Table 4 which
contains the following columns for each of the 950 CIG galaxies:
– Column 1: CIG number (from Karachentseva’s original
catalogue);
– Col. 2: ηk , local number density of similar size neighbours
(arbitrary units);
– Col. 3: k, number of similar size neighbours taken into account to calculate ηk ;
– Col. 4: Q, tidal strength estimation in the whole available
square field;
– Col. 5: QKar , tidal strength estimation of similar size neighbours in the whole available square field;
– Col. 6: Q0.5 , tidal strength estimation within 0.5 Mpc;
– Col. 7: Q0.5,Kar , tidal strength estimation of similar size
neighbours within 0.5 Mpc.

The full table is available in electronic form at CDS.

Table 2. Studied subsample of Hickson Compact Groups† .
HCG
number
1
8
10
15
17
..
.
†

RA (◦ )
(J2000)
6.529708
12.392292
21.590750
31.971167
33.52135
..
.

Dec (◦ )
(J2000)
25.725194
23.578250
34.703028
2.167611
13.31104
..
.

Major axis
( )
1.25
0.9
3.0
1.1
0.36
..
.

Velocity
(km s−1 )
10237
16077
5189
6967
18228
..
.

The full table is available in electronic form at CDS.


In order to restrict our search for neighbour galaxies in 55 ×
55 fields (see AMIGA IV), we selected all triplets with the three
galaxies having V > 4687 km s−1 . We applied the isolation parameters on the “A” galaxy (primary galaxy which will play the
role of the CIG galaxy). This way, 41 triplets were selected (see
Table 1). The coordinates (J2000), major axis and recession velocity of galaxy “A” are given.
3.2. Hickson Compact Groups

The Hickson Compact Group catalogue (HCG, Hickson 1982)
is composed of 100 groups (largely quartets). Our selection process was the same as for the KTG, and we kept only the true
physical groups following the work by Sulentic (1997). To fit
in 55 × 55 fields, the recession velocities had to be again
greater than 4687 km s−1 . A total of 34 Hickson Compact Groups
remained. The coordinates (J2000), major axis and velocity
are those of the galaxy on which the isolation parameters are
applied, and are listed in Table 2.
3.3. Abell clusters

Only in the northern hemisphere, the Abell Clusters of Galaxies
catalogue (Abell 1958; Abell et al. 1989) lists more than
2700 clusters classified in six richness classes (with only one
cluster composing the richest class). We selected all clusters with
available recession velocities between 4687 and 15 000 km s−1 .
The ACO is a deeper sample than the CIG, KTG and HCG samples: the higher cut (15 000 km s−1 ) is used in order to sample
a volume of space roughly equivalent to the one spanned by
the CIG (see Fig. 1 in AMIGA IV) and avoid possible biases.
Among the clusters fulfilling these conditions, we selected the
15 clusters having a known diameter less than 55 . This last condition ensures that we consider all the other galaxies of the cluster as neighbour galaxies interacting with the central primary
galaxy. Table 3 summarises the main properties of the selected
clusters (left) along with information on the primary galaxies

In the second and third columns, ηk and k are flagged with a value
of “−99.000” when there are not, at least, two similar size neighbours. The parameter k is equal to 5 for 835 CIG galaxies, equal
to 4 for 24 galaxies, to 3 for 20 galaxies and to 2 for 31 galaxies. It is flagged with the value of “−99.000” for forty galaxies.
The parameters involving the redshift of the CIG galaxies (Q0.5
and Q0.5,Kar in Cols. 6 and 7, respectively) are arbitrarily equal to
“−98.000” in Table 4 for the 62 galaxies with unknown redshifts
(because there was no possibility to derive the physical radius of
0.5 Mpc).
The values of the isolation parameters (ηk along with k, Q
and QKar ) for the denser samples are listed in Tables 5–7, for the
KTG, HCG and ACO samples, respectively.
In Figs. 2–4, the histograms of the isolation parameters are
plotted, for the four samples. As expected the vast majority of
CIG galaxies are lying in less dense environments compared to
the KTG, HCG and ACO samples. Only a small fraction of the
CIG galaxies are lying in an environment that can aﬀect their
evolution as much as for galaxies in the comparison sample.
The trend of the mean values from one sample to another
shows that the isolation parameters are sensitive enough to the
addition of one neighbour in the vicinity of the primary galaxy:
the triplets and compact groups (mainly four galaxies) always
show values well separated for both the local number density
and the tidal strength estimations (see Table 8).
For the tidal strengths, a value of −2 is a key value
(Athanassoula 1984): it represents an external influence amounting to 1% of the internal forces. Likewise it corresponds to a
threshold separating the galaxies aﬀected by their environment
from galaxies evolving without external perturbations. Basically
it separates the interactions which will aﬀect a galaxy or not.
Comparing the tidal forces created by all the neighbours (Q,
Fig. 3) with the ones created only by the similar size neighbours (QKar , Fig. 4), we can see that the influence of the small
neighbours is not negligible. In some cases, the influence of the
small neighbours can increase the tidal strength and the value
can reach the threshold of −2: hence, the small neighbours very
near the isolated galaxies can highly influence their evolution.
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Table 3. ACO clusters (left) and primary galaxies selected (right).
ACO
number
160
260
671
957
999
1100
1177
1213
2040
2152
2506
2572
2593
2657
2666

RA (h . )
(J2000)
01 12.9
01 51.9
08 28.5
10 14.0
10 23.4
10 48.9
11 09.5
11 16.5
15 12.8
16 05.4
22 56.6
23 18.4
23 24.5
23 44.9
23 50.9

Dec (◦ )
(J2000)
+15 31
+33 10
+30 25
-00 55
+12 51
+22 14
+21 42
+29 16
+07 26
+16 27
+13 20
+18 44
+14 38
+09 09
+27 09

Velocity
(km s−1 )
13 410
10 440
14 820
13 200
9540
13 650
9480
14 040
13 680
11 220
9930
11 850
12 990
12 420
7950

Richness
class
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

Table 4. Isolation parameters calculated for the galaxies in the CIG† .
(1)
CIG
1
2
3
4
5
..
.
†

(2)
ηk
1.814
0.971
1.018
0.987
1.588
..
.

(3)
k
5
5
5
4
5
..
.

(4)
Q
–1.704
–3.565
–3.214
–2.050
–2.933
..
.

(5)
QKar
–2.787
–3.565
–3.214
–3.736
–2.933
..
.

(6)
Q0.5
–1.733
–3.936
–98.000
–2.059
–2.962
..
.

Table 5. Isolation parameters calculated for the galaxies in the KTG† .

†

(2)
ηk
3.080
1.842
1.513
2.271
1.342
..
.

(3)
k
5
5
5
5
5
..
.

(4)
Q
1.658
–0.960
–2.428
–1.862
–1.864
..
.

(5)
QKar
1.658
–1.007
–2.428
–2.051
–1.864
..
.

The full table is available in electronic form at CDS.

5. Discussion
5.1. Complementarity between the isolation parameters

The two isolation parameters give consistent results, as shown in
Fig. 5 (local number density vs. tidal strength). When a galaxy
shows low values for both the local number density and the tidal
strength estimation, this galaxy is very isolated from any sort
of external influence. On the contrary, when the two values are
high, the evolution of the galaxy can be perturbed by the environment and this kind of galaxy is not suitable to represent the
normal features of isolated galaxies.
The two isolation parameters are also complementary between each other. For instance, a neighbour very close to a
CIG galaxy would be counted as one object by the local number density estimation but will drastically increase the value of
the tidal strength aﬀecting the CIG galaxy (see for instance the
points to the right part in Fig. 5). On the other hand, if the
tidal strength is low but the local number density high, we can

Dec (◦ )
(J2000)
15.491506
33.190811
30.432072
-0.925455
12.835186
22.217989
21.759527
29.252588
7.435083
16.435858
13.188705
18.689167
14.646864
9.193000
27.147602

Velocity
(km s−1 )
13 137
...
15 087
13 293
9764
13 990
9589
13 581
13 683
13 211
6860
11 263
12 489
12 063
8191

Major axis
( )
0.78
0.72
...
1.5
1.2
0.45
1.8
1.0
1.0
1.3
0.5
0.9
1.3
0.8
1.6

Hubble
type
cD
...
...
E+ pec
BCG
BCG
BCG
SB0
BCG
E
...
cD
cD
cD
cD

Table 6. Isolation parameters calculated for the galaxies in the HCG† .

(7)
Q0.5,Kar
–2.911
–3.936
–98.000
–3.797
–2.962
..
.

The full table is available in electronic form at CDS.

(1)
KTG
2
4
6
7
10
..
.

RA (◦ )
(J2000)
18.248726
28.024008
127.132118
153.409729
155.849396
162.190262
167.435104
169.095093
228.197601
241.371292
344.288147
349.626160
351.084259
356.239227
357.744812

Diameter
( )
40
50
50
50
50
40
50
50
32
50
20
50
50
46
50

(1)
HCG
1
8
10
15
17
..
.
†

(2)
ηk
2.504
3.175
2.569
3.184
1.616
..
.

(3)
k
5
5
5
5
5
..
.

(4)
Q
0.853
0.555
–0.096
–1.242
0.295
..
.

(5)
QKar
0.850
0.553
–0.099
–1.249
0.295
..
.

The full table is available in electronic form at CDS.

Table 7. Isolation parameters calculated for the galaxies in the ACO
sample.
(1)
ACO
160
260
671
957
999
1100
1177
1213
2040
2152
2506
2572
2593
2657
2666

(2)
ηk
3.797
3.044
3.953
3.763
4.018
2.837
2.588
4.415
3.338
3.718
1.818
2.971
3.739
3.438
4.020

(3)
k
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

(4)
Q
–1.014
–1.706
–0.710
0.410
–0.174
–1.056
0.541
–0.224
–0.027
0.349
–1.211
–1.217
0.167
0.174
0.001

(5)
QKar
–1.157
–1.706
–0.757
–0.663
–0.193
–1.058
–0.503
–0.225
–0.031
0.340
–1.211
–1.505
–0.996
0.168
–0.161

conclude that the environment consists of relatively small neighbours, present in a high number near the primary galaxy. This
latter case excludes, for example, major interactions. The use of
the combination of these various parameters allows us to have
a clear picture of the environment around the candidate isolated
galaxies.
To illustrate the complementarity between the isolation parameters, we can focus on three representative cases. CIG 918
has very low values of both the local number density (ηk =
−0.169) and tidal strength estimation (Q = −4.432). Only
6 neighbours are identified in the surrounding field, all have a
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the local number density (ηk ) estimation, for the
four samples of galaxies.

Fig. 4. Distribution of the tidal strength (QKar ) estimation including similar size neighbours, for the four samples of galaxies.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the tidal strength (Q) estimation including all
neighbours, for the four samples of galaxies.

Fig. 5. Local number density vs. tidal strength (Q0.5,Kar ) estimations for
similar size neighbours within 0.5 Mpc from the CIG galaxy. Galaxies
failing are depicted by pluses and galaxies in agreement with the
Karachentseva’s criterion are displayed with circles.

similar size to CIG 918, but none violates the Karachentseva’s
criterion. On the contrary, CIG 1030 possesses high values of
the two isolation parameters (ηk = 3.013 and Q = −1.741),
131 neighbour galaxies are identified in the field, among which
4 are violating the Karachentseva’s criterion. Last, with a relatively low local number density (ηk = 0.976) and a high tidal
strength estimation (Q = −0.813), CIG 532 represents an intermediate case. Thirty neighbour galaxies were identified in the
field, one of them very near (at a projected distance of 35 ) to
CIG 532 and violating the Karachentseva’s criterion. The presence of one single similar size neighbour at such a small distance
to the CIG galaxy explains the high value of the tidal strength
estimation while the local number density, averaged over the
5 nearest neighbours, remains quite low.
5.2. Karachentseva’s criterion as a function of the isolation
parameters

In Fig. 5, Karachentseva’s criterion (following the study done
in AMIGA IV) is displayed as a function of the local number

Table 8. Means and standard deviations of the isolation parameters for
the CIG and comparison samples.

mean(ηk )
std(ηk )
mean(Q)
std(Q)
mean(QKar )
std(QKar )

CIG
1.378
0.556
–2.720
0.760
–3.142
0.689

KTG
1.863
0.629
–1.222
0.866
–1.251
0.884

HCG
2.722
1.105
–0.026
0.726
–0.034
0.738

ACO
3.430
0.676
–0.380
0.710
–0.644
0.621

density versus the tidal strength estimation: galaxies failing are depicted by pluses and galaxies in agreement with
Karachentseva’s criterion are displayed with circles. The two
subsamples are well separated by the isolation parameters: as
expected, the galaxies that are failing the Karachentseva’s criterion represent a population more strongly interacting with their
environment that the rest of the sample.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the local number density and tidal
strength (QKar ) parameters for the CIG and the comparison samples.
The CIG galaxies are represented by grey pluses. The KTG are depicted by green triangles, the HCG by magenta squares and the ACO
by red dots. The mean values of each sample are shown by horizontal
and vertical lines, following the same colour code.

As seen in AMIGA IV, the Karachentseva’s original criterion
is very restrictive and the galaxies failing it but having an estimation of tidal strength minor than −2 are galaxies only marginally
aﬀected by their environment (Athanassoula 1984) and still suitable to represent isolated galaxies.
5.3. Comparison with the denser environment samples

We applied Karachentseva’s criterion to the primary galaxies in
the denser environment samples and all the primary galaxies in
triplets, groups and clusters, as expected, fail it.
Figure 6 shows the comparison between the local number
density and the tidal strength estimation for the CIG and the
other catalogues sampling denser environments. The first result
is that the mean tidal strength estimation increases clearly from
CIG to KTG and HCG samples. Hence it is sensible enough
to distinguish between environments dominated by 1, 3 and
4 galaxies. Along the ordinate, reflecting the local number density estimation, there is some overlap between these three samples. This reflects the fact that the KTG and the HCG are samples
constructed also with the help of isolation requirements: they
are isolated triplets and isolated groups. But, by definition, two
of the triplet galaxies and at least three of the group galaxies
are very close to the primary galaxy. This is why the 5th neighbour is, on average, closer to the triplet or the group than the
5th neighbour of an isolated galaxy. The value of the local number density estimation is the result of a compromise between
the two eﬀects just cited. The CIG, KTG and HCG samples
are also in a logical order along the ordinate, but less separated
than along the abcissa. The tidal strength and the local number
density estimations are complementary parameters and it is important to use both in order to have an accurate picture of the
repartition of galaxies surrounding a primary galaxy.
The ACO clusters represent physically very diﬀerent entities from the CIG, KTG or HCG catalogues as they can involve
several thousands of galaxies. The ACO subsample considered
in our study is biased towards the poorest clusters. The 15 clusters selected are not representative of the mean characteristics of
the ACO sample for various reasons: they are among the nearest
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Fig. 7. The tidal strength (Q0.5 ) is calculated including all the neighbours within 0.5 Mpc. The CIG galaxies, which were not flagged as
interacting galaxies, are represented by green pluses. The red triangles
indicate a morphologically distorted system and/or almost certain interacting system while the blue circles indicate evidence for interaction/asymmetry with/without certain detection of a neighbour (Sulentic
et al. 2006).

ones and belong to the two poorest richness classes. For technical reasons, they also had to possess a known diameter minor
than 55 . The average value of the tidal strength suﬀered by the
primary ACO galaxies are in between the KTG and HCG ones.
One may expect that result as the HCGs are the densest concentrations of galaxies in the Universe. On the other hand the
ACO sample shows the highest local number density estimation,
as expected, because all the 5 nearest neighbours are within the
core of the clusters and there is no eﬀect due to an isolation requirement (contrarily to the CIG, KTG and HCG samples).
5.4. Comparison to visually identified interacting
CIG galaxies

In Sulentic et al. (2006), when visually inspecting the morphology of the CIG galaxies, a significant number of CIG galaxies
were flagged for the presence of nearby neighbours or signs of
distortion likely due to interaction. Sulentic et al. (2006) list
32 CIG galaxies as members of interacting systems and also
noted 161 galaxies where interaction is suspected based upon evidence for asymmetries/distortions that might be of tidal origin.
We checked the local number density and the tidal strength
estimation for these two populations. They are over-plotted in
Figs. 7 (tidal strength computed including all the neighbour
galaxies) and 8 (tidal strength calculated including only the similar size neighbours). In Fig. 7, we see that the majority of the
galaxies having high tidal strength estimation were also flagged
by Sulentic et al. (2006). If we consider only the influence of the
similar size neighbours (Fig. 8), the eﬀect is less clear.
To quantify this eﬀect, we made a regression analysis (with a
2σ rejection limit), fitting a bisector to the local number density
and tidal strength estimation Q0.5 . The convergence is reached
after 26 iterations: Fig. 9 shows the bisector, the 2σ limits and
the CIG galaxies rejected. In this figure, the black pluses enclosed within the 2σ limits represent the CIG galaxies having the
environment the most representative of the CIG sample, while
the black points depict galaxies in the CIG having peculiar environments with respect to the bulk of the galaxies composing the
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Fig. 8. The tidal strength (Q0.5,Kar ) is calculated including only the similar size neighbours within 0.5 Mpc. The CIG galaxies, which were not
flagged as interacting galaxies, are represented by green pluses. The
red triangles indicate a morphologically distorted system and/or almost
certain interacting system while the blue circles indicate evidence for
interaction/asymmetry with/without certain detection of a neighbour
(Sulentic et al. 2006).

Fig. 9. Local number density vs. tidal strength (Q0.5 ). The final bisector
fit is shown by the plain red line. The dotted red lines represent the
final 2σ dispersion: the CIG galaxies within these limits are depicted
by pluses, the CIG rejected during the successive iterations are shown
by points.

Fig. 10. The fraction of interacting galaxies is shown as a function of the
distance to the fitted bisector (calculated with Q0.5 ). As the environment
of the galaxies gets denser and denser (large values for the distance, departure from the normal environments of the CIG galaxies), the galaxies
have a higher probability to be disturbed due to interactions with their
environment.

(Jore et al. 1996). Hence, the remaining of the study only concern the 32 galaxies for which the presence of a nearby neighbour was clearly identified.
In Fig. 10, we show the fraction of galaxies that were flagged
as interacting galaxies as a function of the orthogonal distance to
the bisector fit: it clearly appears that the farther a galaxy from
the most common environment in the CIG, the higher its probability to show features driven by interactions.
The same study was done taking only into account the similar size neighbours to estimate the tidal strength Q0.5,Kar . The
best fit was reached by the regression analysis (with a 2σ rejection limit) after 13 iterations, see Fig. 11. The fraction of galaxies that were optically flagged as interacting galaxies as a function of the orthogonal distance to the fitted bisector is shown
Fig. 12. The fraction of the interacting galaxies shows the same
trend than the study done with Q0.5 , but it obviously lacks to
tackle some of the optically flagged galaxies (for a distance to
the fitted bisector higher than ∼1.7). This diﬀerence between
the two studies shows the importance to take into account the
small neighbours which can produce major perturbations on the
CIG galaxies.
5.5. A revised catalogue of isolated AMIGA galaxies

CIG. For each galaxy, we then calculated the orthogonal distance
to the fitted bisector.
Optical asymmetries are often observed in galaxies: about
30% of field galaxies exhibit significant lopsidedness, not necessarily due to a close, current interaction (Zaritsky & Rix 1997);
in some cases, the perturbative companion could have merged
with the primary galaxy or could have receded too far away for
the interaction to be still evident. Richter & Sancisi (1994) found
that the percentage of (fields and supercluster fields) galaxies
showing asymmetries in the distribution of neutral hydrogen can
even reach at least 50% (the non-circular motions can be observed in the H i maps or in the global profiles). Reciprocally,
some galaxies show no visual disturbance but display kinematic evidence for interactions, such as counter-rotating disks:
see for instance NGC 3593 (Bertola et al. 1996) or NGC 4138

The main aim of this study was to produce a catalogue of isolated galaxies and to have, for each, one clear picture of its environment. Starting from the CIG, we will remove all the galaxies
whose evolution could have been aﬀected by their environment.
We saw that perturbations could arise when the tidal forces affecting a galaxy amounted to at least 1% of the internal binding forces (Athanassoula 1984; Varela et al. 2004). For the local number density, this translates to a value of 2.4. This value
is given by the final fitted bisector correlation, calculated including all the neighbours (even the small, not considered by
Karachentseva but for which Sulentic et al. (2006) detected major, obvious role in the evolution of the galaxies). This two values characterise best the limits for selecting a sample of isolated
galaxies, using the complementarity between the local number
density and the tidal strength estimation. One hundred twenty
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Fig. 11. Local number density vs. tidal strength (Q0.5,Kar ). The final bisector fit is shown by the plain red line. The dotted red lines represent
the final 2σ dispersion: the CIG galaxies within these limits are depicted
by pluses, the CIG rejected during the successive iterations are shown
by points.

five CIG galaxies are aﬀected by tidal forces that could perturb
their evolution (Q ≥ −2), sixteen galaxies are lying in relatively high number density environment (ηk ≥ 2.4) and eighteen galaxies cumulate the two conditions. Consequently, a total
of 159 CIG galaxies are lying in environments that could affect their evolution and are not suited to be included in a sample
of isolated galaxies. We remove these galaxies and the remaining 791 galaxies define the AMIGA sample of isolated galaxies. This is still a numerous enough sample allowing statistical significance, even for subsamples of galaxies (e.g.: sorted
by morphologies). The 791 galaxies show a continuous gradient
of interaction with their environment but all have their evolution
dominated by their intrinsic properties. Further AMIGA studies
will consider this sample as a reference and study the properties of the ISM of these galaxies in various wavelengths. The
comparison with the properties of galaxies lying in denser environments or in interaction, will permit to quantify the eﬀects
added by the environment on the intrinsic evolution of galaxies.

6. Summary and conclusions
All the work performed in previous papers as well as in the current work allows us to reach our original goal: to refine the CIG
in order to provide the best possible sample of the most isolated
galaxies, and have a quantification of the degree of isolation of
each galaxy. We have performed the following refinements:
1. Using the ∼54 000 neighbour galaxies listed in AMIGA IV,
we calculated continuous parameters of isolation for
950 galaxies in the CIG. We used the local number density
and the tidal force estimation to precisely describe the environment of each of the 950 CIG galaxies.
2. These two isolation parameters are complementarity and allow us to have a clear picture of the environment of each
CIG galaxy considered.
3. We compared the level of isolation of the galaxies in the CIG
with galaxies in denser environments: 41 triplets, 34 groups
and 15 clusters were selected for the comparison. The two
isolation parameters are very well suited to discriminate the
isolated galaxies from galaxies more in interaction with their
environments.
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Fig. 12. The fraction of interacting galaxies is shown as a function of
the distance to the fitted bisector (calculated only including the similar
size neighbours within 0.5 Mpc of each CIG galaxy).

4. The galaxies flagged in AMIGA IV as failing the
Karachentseva’s original criterion also belong to the most
interacting galaxies defined by the two isolation parameters.
5. The CIG galaxies flagged by Sulentic et al. (2006) as optically distorted galaxies also show the highest values of the
tidal strength estimation. The presence of small neighbours
near the primary galaxy has a notable eﬀect in the visual
identification of distorted galaxies. Their contribution has to
be taken into account in order to be sure to select galaxies
isolated not only from similar size neighbours (as done by
Karachentseva 1973) but also from dwarfs.
6. We give a final catalogue of 791 isolated galaxies, showing
continuous isolation degrees, but with their evolution mainly
driven by intrinsic properties and not by the external influence of their environment. These galaxies represent the basic
AMIGA sample of isolated galaxies that will be considered
as a reference for the further AMIGA studies, mapping the
ISM in various wavelengths.
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